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19th N-AERUS Conference
HOUSING AND HUMAN SETTLEMENTS IN A WORLD OF CHANGE
Hosted by the Department of International Urbanism, University of Stuttgart, Germany

Registration form
Date: 8 November 2018 – 10 November 2018
Venue: Städtebau-Institut, University of Stuttgart, Keplerstraße 11, 70174 Stuttgart, Germany
Please submit this form to naerus2018@si.uni-stuttgart.de by 24 October 2018 latest.
// Your details
First name:
Family name:
Email address:
Academic degree/ status (e.g. student, PhD candidate, PhD, Prof.):
Affiliation (home institution incl. address):

// Attendance
Please select the days/events you plan to attend:
8 November (Keynote and reception, covered by organisers)
9 November (conference day)
Conference dinner (in a restaurant, not covered by organisers)
10 November (conference day)
Excursion (three parallel tours will be offered, see below)
Tour 1 Weißenhofsiedlung: In 1927, Stuttgart hosted the exhibition „Die Wohnung“ (the residence).
German and international architects, among them Le Corbusier, Gropius, Sharoun and Mies van der
Rohe, showcased what they termed “Neues Bauen” (new way of building). Until today, Weißenhofsiedlung
(Weißenhof estate) epitomises modernist architecture and housing.
Tour 2 Stuttgart 21: The infrastructure and real estate project made hundred thousand citizens take to
the streets in 2010, protesting against non-transparent and exclusive planning, public costs getting out of
hand, questionable benefits for citizens, and patronising politics. “Stuttgart 21” promises inner-city
expansion in the restricted “Kessel” (basin) of Stuttgart by moving the main station underground.
Tour 3 Refugee Housing: When the German chancellor allowed thousands of refugees into Germany in
late 2015, the demand competition on the housing market increased, especially for low-income groups.
After decades of public underinvestment into affordable housing, cities were forced to respond. In this
context, the city of Ostfildern initiated a very successful housing project for both refugees and homeless
people.

Remarks:

// Additional information
No registration fee accompanies attendance of the conference. Coffee and tea breaks will be
provided for by the organisers. Meals, accommodation and travel have to be covered by the
participant. Some accommodation at negotiated rates will be available for participants; relevant
details will be provided on the conference website at www.n-aerus.net.
For more information please contact naerus2018@si.uni-stuttgart.de or visit www.n-aerus.net.
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